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CHALLENGE

Baltimore’s leading news station needed 

a stable online infrastructure that could 

handle sudden spikes in visitor traffic.

Without a flexible and mobile-optimized 

site, citizens could face slow or 

unresponsive web pages during 

a crisis.

STRATEGY

Atlantic BT architected a scalable cloud 

hosting environment on AWS, ensuring 

the news website would stay online 

during major news cycles.

Atlantic BT redesigned the news 

website with a more responsive and 

mobile-friendly interface.

RESULT

During the 2015 Baltimore riots, the news 

site’s flexible architecture was able to 

handle a 2000% increase in traffic and 

never experienced an interruption in its 

ability to deliver the news.
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The Voice of Baltimore News 
Adopts Crisis-Proof Cloud 
Infrastructure
When stadiums roar, sirens blare, or stories break in Baltimore, citizens 

trust one radio station for their news. This regional news station is the 

most popular in Maryland, providing radio and web journalism for more 

than 300,000 people every week. And whether these 300,000 citizens are 

hunting for updates on the Baltimore Ravens’ season or breaking news on 

a major city crisis, the homepage for this pivotal news station is the first 

place they look.
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For more than 90 years, Marylanders have relied on this radio station for 

news, weather, thought-provoking discussions, and sports. 



Create an Online Infrastructure 
to Handle News Traffic Spikes
The news station needed a website that would deliver fast and stable 

service for all online visitors. Normally, this meant accommodating a 

few thousand visitors a day; during major news breaks, this meant 

accommodating thousands of visitors every minute. 

Without a flexible infrastructure to manage traffic spikes, citizens could 

face slow and unresponsive webpages in the middle of a major news 

event. At best, this would be inconvenient. At worst, it could be fatal if 

citizens couldn’t access timely and life-saving information during a crisis.

While the news station had been reporting for 90 years, their expertise was 

in news delivery, not web architecture. The station needed a digital partner 

it could trust to manage its online infrastructure and ensure citizens could 

get reliable news during peak news periods—it found this partner in 

Atlantic BT.
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Imagine suddenly spiking your web traffic by 3,000 concurrent 
users in a matter of minutes. The news station needed a system that 

could handle this accelerated traffic.



Traffic Analysis and 
Flexible Cloud Architecture
Atlantic BT began by analyzing the news site’s existing infrastructure and 

past traffic patterns. This meant digging into weeks’ worth of log files to 

better understand how many users accessed the site on a typical day, and 

how fast traffic escalated during unusual events. Using this analysis, we 

gained a deeper understanding of the CPU needs of high traffic periods as 

well as how quickly the system needed to adapt to the change.

These findings led us to architect a highly-scalable hosting solution based 

on an Amazon Web Services cloud infrastructure. Our solution equipped 

the news site with a content delivery network and fast expiration caching; 

if a crisis struck, this meant they could rapidly upload news updates and 

know that the site would reliably support thousands of new users.
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Creating a Flexible and 
Mobile-Ready Site
Atlantic BT then collaborated with the news station to redesign its site, 

creating a more responsive interface to engage users across desktops 

and mobile devices. This mobile focus was key in order to ensure citizens 

could get timely and reliable news while they were on the move. We 

also rebuilt the site’s front-end and content management systems to be 

more secure and efficient. This made it much easier to update the site 

and scale capacity during high demand. Finally, we provided a long-term 

support plan for the new solution, including engineering, 24x7 application 

monitoring, and proactive resolution for service issues.

JON KARNOFSKY
SENIOR APPLICATION ARCHITECT – ATLANTIC BT“

We wanted to create an 
environment that could handle 
high demand and keep the 
site online, so we developed a 
solution that is both redundant 
and fault-tolerant.



Scalable, Cross-Platform 
Engagement in a Crisis
When Baltimore faced the worst riots it had seen in decades, the news 

site’s new infrastructure ensured the site stayed online. When the riots 

spiked web traffic to about 42,000 page views an hour (reflecting a 

nearly 2000% increase over normal site usage), the new cloud-based 

infrastructure of the news site managed this traffic with only a 17% 

increase in CPU usage and never experienced any downtime. This meant 

citizens never faced a slowdown in their search for timely news and 

information during a city-wide crisis. 
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Atlantic BT is the experienced 
partner you need to prepare 
your company for a bigger 
and better future.

Contact us today to get the 
conversation started.

You + 

Preparing your critical IT 
infrastructure for the future 
of your company demands an 
end-to-end strategy.



About Atlantic BT

From cloud architecture to cybersecurity to online strategy, Atlantic 

BT has solved tough digital problems for enterprises and global 

businesses for more than 15 years. We partner with forward-thinking 

companies to make their digital dreams into reality, creating solutions 

that enable the future of their business.

 AtlanticBusinessTechnologies

 @atlanticbt

 atlantic-bt

atlanticbt.com | 919.518.0670


